PornHub LLC Launches Cryptocurrency Video Platform Porn.Cash And Cinema.Cash, Tipping Content
Creators With Bitcoin Cash
PornHub LLC is excited to announce its partnership with LocalBitcoinCash.org and SpinBCH.com to
launch 2 exclusive Bitcoin Cash (BCH) platform where content creators can make money through live
streaming or submitted videos. These 2 new Bitcoin Cash (BCH) video platforms are Porn.Cash and
Cinema.Cash
With Cinema.Cash, users have their own stage to become celebrities online and be showered with gifts
from their supporters. Anyone can be an online star today and submit their own movies on the platform.
To celebrate the launch of both platforms, each tipping done will entitle the user to a chance of winning
some CASH tokens of various amount. Tipping must be done with Bitcoin Cash only.
In a press conference on Tuesday, the CEO had indicated willingness to support other cryptocurrencies
on the platform later. He also added that they will be launching Bitcoin Cash (BCH) “CASH” tokens on
LocalBitcoinCash.org for trading today and these “CASH” tokens holders are entitled to revenue sharing
from the platforms profits.
The CEO added that the collaboration of the Contents Creation platform will include a consortium of
popular adult websites. A formal announcement will be published on PornHub LLC’s website next
month. We will be adding support for various types of Contents over time, including torrents and live
streaming videos. At launch, both platforms will support Bitcoin Cash only.
So what is Bitcoin Cash (BCH)? The simplest way to describe Bitcoin Cash (BCH) is a new form of digital
money. This digital money is decentralized peer-to-peer cash system where you can send money to
anyone across the world, instantly and securely, without requiring permission from any third party
(banks or government) for less than 1 cent. However, this new form of digital money has several more
distinct advantages.
The first advantage is that Bitcoin Cash (BCH) protects you against inflation. Inflation in simple terms
means you buy less things with the same amount of money over time. Bitcoin Cash (BCH) also protects
you against a severe form of inflation called hyperinflation where money almost became worthless. It
has happened in Germany, Hungary, Peru, Venezuela, Zimbabwe, and many other countries before. If it
has happened before, it will happen again. Bitcoin Cash (BCH) protects you from such risks.
The second advantage of Bitcoin Cash (BCH) is that your money does not involve a third party. When
you swipe a credit card, there are actually a bunch of third party middlemen that receives a cut of your
money from that transaction. If you ever read about people's credit card getting declined or the banks
freezing people's bank account, you can understand why giving others control of your own money is a
risk.
In 2013, that risk happened to millions of people who couldn't believe such things would happen to
them, but it did. The banks of Cyprus confiscated over 30% of depositors money in order to bail out their
own problems. In 2015, a similar event happened to over 10 million people in Greece when banks closed
down and ATM machines ran out of money. People who don't learn from history are bound to repeat
them. It happened before and it will happen again.

With Bitcoin Cash (BCH), you are in total control of your own money. Bitcoin Cash (BCH) can be used by
every single person on the planet, 100 times per day, and still cost less than 1 penny each time. And with
estimated over 185,000 businesses accepting Bitcoin Cash (BCH) this year and growing, it is only a
matter of time before Bitcoin Cash (BCH) becomes the best form of global money this coming century.
Porn.Cash: https://Porn.Cash/
Cinema.Cash: https://Cinema.Cash/
LocalBitcoinCash: https://LocalBitcoinCash.org/
SpinBCH: https://SpinBCH.com/

